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The President's Report
November already! Time to start thinkingabout Christmas. Being a bloke I’m
well on top of it. Book in holidays at work - check. Dust off fishing gear and
buy some new lures - check. Well that’s allthe important stuff done, the rest
I’ll take care of on Christmas Eve.
Sadly the Light the Night fundraiser at Husky on 14th Oct was rained out
before it could really get started. Us Lions were OK in the van but everyone
else had to huddle under a few gazebos when the rain started.
They then wisely decided to retire to the hotel to draw the raffles while we
packed up the van. We sold about 100 sausage sandwiches for them and
overall they still raised some funds,though much less than anticipated. We
wish them greater success next year.
The River Festival on Sat 26th Oct was a great success. The van was so busy MaryAnne had to go up
the road and buy more supplies at about 1pm.
By the time the fireworks started we could only offer dry bread and tea & coffee, everythingelse was
gone!As this was the inaugural event no-one knew what to expect, next year we’ll have a better idea.
I’m sure the festival committee learnt a lot this year and we wish them all the best for next year. A
special thank you to Jeff and Jeff who as well as gettingthe van on site also had to deliver and set up the
dance floor in front of the stage, and then dismantle and remove it at the end of the night! Seems the
committee thought the road was good enough for the dancers untillthey looked at it 4 days before the
festival. So Jervis Bay Lions Club to the rescue with materials, transport and labour at the last minute.
Welldone guys.
Carols are just around the corner. Jeff and Marie-Anne have begun the advertisingand we’llbe getting
flyers out and in the shops soon.
Vincentia and Sanctuary Point to do this year so we’ll be busy. The car show to do at Husky 24th of
this month, as well as a Bunnings BBQ on the 30th and 5 days of SKYDS to cater for. Oh and the
Jervis Bay HearingCentre BBQ and Vincentia Public SchoolFood Fair. Glad I’ve got allmy Christmas
stuff done!
Thanks to Bob and Deborah for hostinga great social last month and also the Melbourne Cup Day on
Tuesday. These were both top events among best we’ve had for a while and their generous hospitality is
much appreciated. Thank you from allof us.
We have some new members joiningus! So to them a warm
and hearty welcome and we hope their Lion membership brings
them as much joy and sense of achievement as it does to the
rest of us. This is a great little club and I know everyone will
make them feelat home and assist them in every way.
Plenty to do at the November meeting so see you all there!

Lion John Brown
President
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Out and about with Lions -Ulladulla Convention
Over the weekend of 18th - 20th October, a mob of
us went down to Ulladulla to represent our Club at the
District 201N2 Convention. This was held in the new
Gymnasium /Auditorium ofthe UlladullaHigh School.
The Hunts and the Thomas's tooktheir "mobile
homes" and Wendy, Sue and Marie-Anne shared a
cabin at the Headlands Caravan Park. Bob and
Deborah resided in the luxury of the local motel.
The Jervis Bay mob at the Ulladulla Convention
The poorer side of the group in the caravans on the
Note beverages from all the food groups!
lowlands never did get to go up to the "heights" and
have a look at the cabin where the secret women's business went on, but we did get to hear a certain
amount (in fact - a lot) about the nefarious and changeable sleeping arrangements! Most of the discussions had to do about body sizes and access (or lack of) to the triple bunks, after that it was the descriptions of sleeping arrangements in the double bed!

I guess it's a matter of "what happens at convention, stays at convention". In the interests of precious
sensibilities, your editor might leave all that well alone!
Anyway, to the Convention itself.
The usualprogram was followed, on Friday night we had the InformalReception and Flag Ceremony,
then on Saturday we had the Business Sessions and an evangelistic session from ourAmerican International Director Steve Glass. This was followed by the induction of a new Branch Lions Club (!) attached to the Ulladulla-Milton Lions Club.
Saturday night, the Jervis Bay mob forsook the Convention Dinner Dance on offer and had dinner
together at the Mollymook Golf Club - a most salubrious night.
Sunday morning, back to the Convention
for the RemembranceCeremony where
Lions who departed during the past year
were honoured, and our own Gordon
Weeks was one of those remembered with
appropriate ceremony. During the Ceremony, representatives from the respective
Clubs placed candles on a large plaque
and a flower in the vase adjacent as the
names were called out (sort of). The
plaque was the feature of the event as can
be seen from the photograph. We were
also given a small plaque in Gordon's
honour that has nowbeen given to Lions
Lady Joyce as a memento of the occasion.

After the Remembrance Ceremony
with Wendy indicating Gordon's candle

After a bit more business and few "thank you's" we all made our way north - with a bit of shopping at
Sam's Warehouse of course.
Allthe business at the Convention and all the Notices of Motion were passed successfully and without
controversy - you do miss the argy bargy of the "old" conventions with all the "bush lawyers" getting to
their feet to argue and argue and argue (sorry "debate") their points!
Mention should be made of the entertainment we had throughout the Convention. This was provided by
students who had taken part in a Musical Scholarship Program conducted by U-M Lions - they were
allvery good and provided us with many pleasant diversions duringthe proceedings.
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Out and about with Lions - Light the Night
Light the Night is a fund-raising program for the Leukaemia Foundation and we were invited by the
local organiser, Christine Frew to take the Van down to the event to help cater to the people who were
going to walkthe path to Vincentia carrying lanterns. Despite a great day leading up to the event, Huey
decided to open the heavens that night and send down a torrent like we hadn't seen in quite a long time
around these parts.
This was quite a disappointment as there had obviously been a great deal of organisation put into the
event and many people were turning up to take part and do the walk.
As it turned out, there was so much rain the gazebos were made good use of as shelters for the masses.
When there was to be no obvious let-up from Huey a decision was made to escape to "The Huskisson"
to draw the raffles they had organised.
We are told that $3000was raised anyway which is a good result for such a disappointing night. The
next night, of course, was a perfect night!!
While the organisers adjourned to the Pub to sort out the raffles, we Lions (who had been in a warm,
dry van all night) packed it allup and went home.
All the food was donated to Christine, so there was no loss on our part for the night, in fact we gained a
few sausages out of the deal!
Although rained out, another opportunity to "do our bit" for the community - and have a bit of fun in the
process.

Out and about with Lions - Bushfire Collections
With the current bushfire situation, the members of JB Lions can't pass up an opportunity to take up a
collection!
Generally at the instigation and with the encouragement of Wendy these collections just seem to happen
spontaneously and away we go to raise money for the people who have been affected by this devastation.
Over the past week and a bit, there have been people outside Coles at Vincentia shaking buckets at the
people as they come to do their shopping.
Bob was involved (of course) as was Noel, Lance, Wendy, Leanne, Robyn, Marie-Anne, Joyce and
Joan (forgive me if I have left anybody out). Between them over the time they managed to raise just a
bit over $8700! Sue's on holidays, otherwise she would have be there as well!
As we have done in the past in similar situations, we will send this money to Lions Clubs in the areas
affected for distribution as they see the need. This way we know that it will be distributed where it has
to go, to those who need it most.
This is a 'welldone' to all those involved, it just shows both how a few can make a big difference and
the degree of generosity of the community in time of need.
The Treasurer has asked me to request a moratorium on cash collections for a while - until she can get
her counting fingers rehabilitated!
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Out and about with Lions - River Festival
Nobody knew what to expect!
Had we known what to expect, this event would
have exceeded all our expectations!
There were many different food sources available to the public, Nowra Lions were there,
Bomaderry Lions were there, Tracy was there
with her hot dogs, Andy and Barbera were there
- and Andy's opposition was there, there was
Gozleme, there were wood-fired pizzas. AND
we sold out of food - TWICE!
At the end of the night there was nothingleft in
the van except a few loaves of bread - no
drinks, no steaks, no sausages, no donut mix, no
glow sticks - all gone!

The crowd in front of the van - like this all day!

It was so bad, when Joan wanted a drink desperately at the end of the night, she had to go and beg off
Bomaderry - who came good with one, of course!
Halfway through the day, Marie-Anne
tooka trip up to town and came back
with a heap of sausages and bread to
build up our stocks for the night-time
rush, they just lasted for the night rush.
When we ran out of meat, we fired up
the donut machine - we couldn't keep
up with the demand for them, we had a
lay-by system goingfor those in the
end, people would pay then come
back later!
Part of the large crowd watching the entertainment on stage

As far as anyone can remember the
amount of money we took on the day
in the van is a record.

We should be a bit better prepared next time
- and there will be a next time - the Committee was so stoked with the success of the
day that there is no way they will not front up
again for another go next year.
Afteran impassioned last minute plea from
the committee for a low level stage on the
road surface near the main stage, JB Lions
came to the rescue with a stage we have
stored in the shed. CP Jeff and your scribe
were able to assemble this to the satisfaction
of the dancers who didn't really want to
dance on the bitumen!

"Our" stage being put to good use.

Overall it was a very good day with many tired Lions going home knowing that they had made a significant contribution to ourActivities Account. There was some new Lions there who found out what
barbecues are allabout too, thanks Steve, Carol andYvonne for a job well done!
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Out and about with Lions - Melbourne Cup
What would the Melbourne Cup be without some sort of
gathering for the Jervis Bay Lions?

We had the usual, funny hats, sweeps, food, and food, and
more food - and a modicum of responsible drinking, of an
assortment of beverages from the main food groups.
It was good to see representation from our newer members
who experienced the considerable hospitality of the
Hanlons.
We need to express our considerable gratitude to Bob and
Deborah for their hospitality and the way they had prepared
for the day - well done, and thanks for the day.

The hats - Lou and Carol won the prizes and the food - well some of it!

What a shame for those who had to work!

Out and about with Lions - Driver Reviver

With so much happeningof late, the time we helped Sussex Inlet Lions out with their Driver Reviver
seems so long ago now - actually it was only on Saturday 5th October!
But help out we did, towed the van down to the Sussex turn-off and set up to see the travellers off with
tea and coffee and the occasionalcooked mealand donut.
Although not a busy day in the big scheme of things, we were able to 'wave the flag' for Lions and make
a few new friends along the way - and we had each others' company.
We (JBLions) gave this caper up some time back, mainly because of the heavy and constant commitment necessary from the members of the Club to man the van day and night during busy traffic periods.
We used to be set up outside the Timber Truss factory at Falls Creekon the highway and this was
before your scribe was involved with Jervis Bay. I am lead to believe that the workload just became so
intense that it was decided to forsake the project and Sanctuary Point Lions took it over and shifted it
down to the Sussex Inlet turn-off. Then with the demise of Sanctuary Point, who also found it an arduous task when they were down to just a few members, Sussex Inlet Lions have taken on the commitment - and have taken over Sanctuary Point's new(ish) van suited to the purpose.

Out and about with Lions - Last Social Night
Thanks again must go to the Hanlons for making
their abode and hospitality available for our regular
Social Meetinglast month.
Again we were adorned with more than sufficient
food and beverages to make for a very enjoyable
night, and everybody outdid themselveswith the
amount of food brought alongto contribute to the
night.
We also had a talk from Paul who is tryingto get
some fund-raisinggoingto support his sister who
has a sinister and invasive form of cancer she is
battling.

We also said a sad farewell to Bruce and Lisa with a
montage "tribute" . They will be moving to
Tenterfield before too long - will be sadly missed.

We willbe considering this proposalin a bit more
detail at tonight's meeting.
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Out and about with Lions - Giving a hand
Monday last, (4th November) Marie-Anne and your scribe attended an "intergenerational event" at the
Bay and Basin Resource Centre at Sanctuary Point - Frankand Bob were to come, but medical things
intervened - all we knew was that we going to make some prosthetic hands as a group exercise.
That was enough to at least raise my curiosity level!
I knew what "prosthetic hands" meant, but how were we goingto be able to put them together - and get
them working?
The project is best described by its instigator, Matt Henricks:
SEEING a man who
had lived 36 years
without a hand
autograph his name,
was one of the most
rewarding moments
for charity founder
Matt Henricks.
Through the Australian branch of
the Helping Hands
program the elderly
man from Cambodia, who lost his
hand in 1977 digging irrigation canals for the Khmer Rouge, was fitted with a limb just
last year - and "he was just so excited," Mr Henricks told news.com.au.
There are about 300,000 people in poor countries around the world that live without a
hand, largely due to being hit by land mines, of which there are still 100 million active
globally. Access to prosthetic limbs is also limited.
"That's actually a UN estimate, which is really troubling," said Mr Henricks. "The need is
so great."
Helping Hands is both a team building and a charitable activity. Prosthetic hands are sent
to workplaces to be made up by executives and employees, and then sent on to local
charities in places such as Uganda and Sierra Leone to be distributed to men, women and
children who have lost limbs.
"I was plodding along being a psychologist, doing HR policies and site testing and nothing to with charities or team building at all," Mr Henricks said.
"I went along to a conference with a client and it was there that news about the Helping
Hands program was shared, and I was quite moved by what I saw. I actually called up the
Americans, which is where the program was founded, and asked them who was pushing it
in Australia. I just thought it was a great initiative."
Globally, Helping Hands has distributed 12,000 hands to date. Since starting the Australian branch of the company in April 2012, Mr Henricks and his team have sent 525 hands
across the world, with a goal of reaching 1000 by the end of 2013.
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One country to receive the hands is Cambodia, and visiting there was an "extraordinarily
moving" experience for Mr Henricks.
"Cambodia is a country that has been through decades of war, but we don't automatically consider it to be a country that has a lot of problems now," he said.
"It really struck me how many people are still impacted by landmines and other issues.
There's five million landmines for 15 million Cambodians, that's a pretty crazy statistic. It
really threw me because Cambodia is more and more a mainstream tourist trail and we
don't really think of it like that.
The day we attended, there were eight groups that were to build a hand each. The "intergenerational" bit
came in when eightYear 10 girls from Vincentia High arrived and were each assigned to a table that was
going to be occupied by a hand buildinggroup. The "other" generations were represented by people
from various groups and organisations - there were people there from the Men's Shed Art Group, the
BBCR, the 92.7 FM Radio station - and Jervis Bay Lions.
When we were all sorted out into our groups, we found that we had a plastic bagon the table that had a
sign on it "Do not open untilinstructed" - I did resist the temptation, but it wasn't easy for an inquisitive
mind!! There was also an instruction book- also with the "Do not open" message!
Anyway we were shown the inevitable video presentation about the hands and where they would be
used, and then we were let loose on the plastic bags.
Emptying the bag revealed a ziplockbag containingsome simple tools (allen
keys, big coachbolt - later found to be used as a 'hammer' - and a 'hook thing',
like a crotchet hook), a large 'pencil case' type thing and a smalltin can with a
screw-type lid.
When we opened the 'pencil case' allmanner of plastic bits fell out together with
a claw-like gadget and Velcro bits on long cords. The tin with the lid contained
all the 'little bits'needed to put the thing together.
This, it turned out was the 'hand' we were going to make.
Without going into the whole process too far, allthese bits came together
eventually to make the prosthetic hand (shown opposite).
If you do want to see how the hand does go together, go to:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8hBt2V6hrI and have a lookat the
complete assembly process.
The design is quite clever, particularly in its simplicity and ease of assembly - anybody can put one of
these things together - and we did!
It consists of three fixed 'claws' and two movable ones. The moveable ones have a ratchet mechanism
attached so that you can push them towards (and past) the fixed claws and they willstay in the position
where you set them. This means that you can set them to hold an item from the size of a large can all the
way down to even a needle. This doesn't happen automatically, you either have to set them with your
"good" hand, or somebody else can assist you.
When you want to release the moveable claws, you just tilt the hand at the "wrist", this releases the
ratchets holding the claws shut, and the claws release to an open position.
The "hand" pivots on the "wrist" and is held in position by a rubber grommet with the friction of the
rubber holdingit to the angle you set.
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The group in which I was involved, consisted
of Lara from Vincentia High,myself and
Renate, a lady who is an announcer from
Radio 92.7 FM.
We all had a good and rewardingtime putting
the hand together, and the eventualresult was
pleasing to the eye and of immense practical
use to those missingthe use of one or more
hands in a third world country.
Another touch was that we were all given
A study in concentration and co-operation!
"stubby holders" toput over our dominant
Lara, Renate and Jeff at work
hand to simulate the effect of not having the
use of that hand. This idea lasted a (little) while, but frustration dictated that these "encumbrances" be
removed to facilitate some decent progress in
the assembly process. We did get the idea
however, losinga hand is definitely not an
advantage!
When the hand was successfully assembled it
came down to artistic Renate to 'decorate' the
'pencilcase' to bring some cheer to the eventual recipient - we also had our photographs
taken to be included with the hand to show
the person who actually put their hand together - and who to blame, I guess, if it didn't
work! (All care taken, etc.)

Marie-Anne's group "at it" - they are wearing their
"encumberances"!

The Velcro straps are to hold the
gadget on the arm as shown in
Marie-Anne's photo - and mine I
guess, but my straps were not
"neat"! Guess it's a 'male' thing!

Marie-Anne's result - holding a
pen!

Jeff's result - holding a stubby
holder - typical!

Actually when you see pictures of
the hands in use the Velcro band
goes on the arm above the elbow,
not as we assumed, below the
elbow.

In the end, the assembled hand
was packed in the 'pencil case' to
be delivered to a recipient in Cambodia.
A most satisfying project and if we get the chance
to take part again, I will be there, and I would urge
every one of you to come along and have a go at
makingsome amputee's life just that little bit better
- and have some fun as part of the process.
Oh, and lunch was supplied as well!!

Photo for the recipient - hopefully we will all get a
photo back of 'our' hand in use!

Bonus!
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Wat's On?
NOVEMBER
Tuesday 5th

Melbourne Cup Day at Bob & Deborah’s

Thursday 7th

Lions Meeting

Saturday 9th

Vincentia Public School Food Fair

Sunday 10th

Huskisson Markets

Sunday 10th

Seminar for Youth Exchange at Ulladulla

Tuesday 14th

Jervis Bay Hearing Centre Party - BBQ

Saturday 16th

Sustainability Workshop - SCC

Monday 18th

SKYDS at Creswell

Tuesday 19th

SKYDS

Wednesday 20th SKYDS
Thursday 21st

SKYDS

Thursday 21st

Youth of the Year Club Contest

Friday 22nd

SKYDS

Sunday 24th

Ollie's Car Show at Husky Sportsground

Wednesday 27th Combined Lions Dinner for LINAC
Saturday 30th

Bunnings BBQ

DECEMBER
Sunday 1st

Zone Meeting at Ulladulla

Thursday 5th

Lions Meeting

Saturday 7th

Carols at Paradise Beach, Sanctuary Point

Sunday 8th

Huskisson Markets

Thursday 19th

Carols at Vincentia Mall

Tuesday 31st

New Years Eve Fireworks

When I was in the pub I heard a couple of plonkers saying that they wouldn’t feel safe on an aircraft if
they knew the pilot was a woman.
What a pair of sexists. I mean, it’s not as if she’d have to reverse the bloody thing!
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On the Lighter Side
Paddy and Mick are two Irishmen workingat the local sawmill.
One day, Mick slips and his arm gets caught and severed by the big bench
saw. Paddy quickly puts the limb in a plastic bag and rushes it and Mickto the
local hospital.
Next day, Paddy goes to the hospitaland asks after Mick. The nurse says, “Oh he’s out in Rehab
exercising”.
Paddy couldn’t believe it, but there’s Mickout the back exercising his now re-attached arm. The very
next day he’s backat work in the saw mill.
Acouple of days go by, and then Mickslips and severs his leg on another bloody big saw.
So Paddy puts the limb in a plastic bag and rushes it and Mick off to Hospital..
Next day he calls in to see him and asks the nurse how he is. The nurse replies, “He’s out in the Rehab
again exercising”.
And sure enough, there’s Mick out there doing some serious work on the treadmill. And very soon
Mick comes back to work.
But, as usual, within a couple of days he has another accident and severs his head.
Wearily Paddy puts the head in a plastic bag and transports it and Mick to hospital.
Next day he goes in and asks the nurse how Mick is. The nurse breaks down and cries and says, “He’s
dead.”
Paddy is shocked, but not surprised. “I suppose the saw finally did him in.”
“No”, says the nurse, “Some dope put his head in a plastic bag and he suffocated."

A magician was workingon a cruise ship.
Since the audience was different each week, the magician did the same tricks over and over again.
There was only one problem:The captain’s parrot saw the shows each weekand began to understand
how the Magician did every trick.
Once he understood, he started shouting in the middle of the show, “Look, it’s not the same hat!” or,
“Look, he’s hidingthe flowers under the table!” Or “Hey, why are all the cards the ace of spades?”
The magician was furious but couldn’t do anything. It was, after all, the Captain’s’ parrot.
Then one stormy night on the Pacific, the ship unfortunately sank, drowning almost all who were on
board.
The magician luckily found himself on a piece of wood floating in the middle of the sea, as fate would
have it ... With the parrot.
They stared at each other with hatred, but did not utter a word.
This went on for a day... And then 2 days. And then 3 days. Finally on the 4th day, the parrot could not
hold back any longer and said...
“OK, I give up. Where’s the bloody ship?”
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Birthdays
Age shall not weary them :
Lion Joan Thomas
Lion Hannah Chaw

22nd November
26th November

A distraught senior citizen phoned her doctor’s office.
“Is it true,” she wanted to know, “that the medication you prescribed has to be taken for the rest of my
life?”
“‘Yes, I’m afraid so,”’ the doctor told her.
There was a moment of silence before the senior lady replied,
“I’m wondering, then, just how serious is my condition because this prescription is marked
‘NO REPEATS’..”

Anniversaries
N'or the years condem:
Lion Barry and Rae McCaffery

3rd November

Jeremy was watching his favorite soccer team play on TV.
All the while hiswife was outside trimmingthe bushes and cuttingthe lawn.
When the game was finished he got himself up from the couch and went outside to askhis wife what she
was making for dinner.
As you can imagine she was quite irritated. He actually had the nerve to ask what was for dinner when
she was doing all the work and he was doing nothing.
She said to her husband, “Jeremy, just imagine I am out of town and you go backinside and figure out
dinner yourself.”
So he went backinside and cooked up a large steak, with a nice baked potato and he sat down to eat.
Ashort while later his wife came inside and said, “Oh I see you made dinner. Where is mine?”
“I thought you were out of town,” he said.

Lion's Anniversaries of Joining JB Club
Lion Joan Thomas
Lion Jeff Thomas
Lion Leanne Jackson

1st November 2007 (6 years in Lions)
1st November 2007 (34 years in Lions)
1st November 2011 (2 years in Lions)
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LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL
LIONS CLUB PURPOSES
TO ORGANIZE, charter and supervise service clubs to be known as Lions Clubs.
TO COORDINATE the activities and standardise the administration of Lions Clubs.
TO CREATE and foster a spirit of understandingamong the people of the world.
TO PROMOTE the principles of good government and good citizenship.
TO FUND and otherwise serve the civic, cultural, socialand moralwelfare of the community.
TO ASSISTfinancially, culturally, socially, and morally the disabled, disadvantaged and infirm of the
community both directly andalso indirectly.
TO UNITE the clubs in the bonds of friendship, good fellowship andmutualunderstanding.
TO PROVIDE a forum for the open discussion of allmatters of public interest; provided, however,
that partisan politics and sectarian religion shallnot be debated by club members.
TO ENCOURAGE service-minded people to serve their community without personalfinancial reward, and to encourage efficiency and promote high ethical standards in commerce, industry, professions, public works and private endeavours.

LIONS CLUB CODE OF ETHICS
TO SHOWmy faith in the worthiness of my vocation by industrious application to the end that I may
merit a reputation for quality of service.
TO SEEK success and demand all fair remuneration or profit as my just due, but to accept no profit or
success at the price of my own self respect lost because of unfair advantage taken or because of
questionable acts on my part.
TO REMEMBER that in buildingup my own business it is not necessary to tear down another’s; to
be loyal to my clients or customers and true to myself.
WHENEVER a doubt arises as to the right or ethics of my position or action towards others, to
resolve such doubtagainst myself.
TO HOLD friendship as an end and not a means. To hold that true friendship exists not on account of
the service performed by one to another, but that true friendship demands nothingbut accepts
service in the spirit in which it is given.
ALWAYS to bear in mind my obligations as a citizen to my nation, my state and my community, and to
give them my unswerving loyalty in word, act and deed. To give them freely of my time, labour and
means.
TO AID others by givingmy sympathy to those in distress, my aid to the weak, and my substance to
the needy.
TO BE CAREFUL with my criticism and liberal with my praise, to build up and not destroy.
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